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National Fiber-Based
Communication
Provider Energized
With New Talent –
And Growth.

The Challenge
When Electric Lightwave was launched in January 2015
to provide complex, ultra-reliable network infrastructure
solutions to Integra’s largest customers in the enterprise
markets, they hired Technology Executive Group
(TEG) to help build out its new sales organization.
The new sales team – including a Vice President of
Sales and multiple Premier Account Executives –
would be strategically organized to tailor a more
consultative level of service to address the distinctive
needs of its most complex clients.
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capabilities are best-in-class, and the company’s
high-touch, dependable and responsive service sets
it apart.

Lightwave needed assistance scaling its talent acquisition

The Solution
To build momentum quickly, TEG devoted a project
team of two senior recruiters, a project manager, and
researchers to partner collaboratively with internal
recruiting and hiring managers. Applying a depth of
industry expertise, our team effectively managed the
hiring process from sourcing and screening to interviewing
for simultaneous candidate pipelines.
Beyond leading recruitment activities, TEG also provided
strategic consultation on compensation modeling
and marketing collateral, educating candidates about
the new brand and promoting Electric Lightwave as a
great place to work.

The Impact
Successfully ran eight simultaneous candidate
pipelines, leading to the hire of eight strategic sales
roles and an executive placement in disparate markets.

Since TEG built our sales team,
we’re positioned to achieve
outrageous growth

First hire made within 60 days of project kickoff.
Upon placing the Vice President of Sales, TEG helped
build out his sales team within 6 months.
Continued consultative relationship with the Vice
President of Sales, to track hiring success and ongoing
performance as well as develop the strategy for the
next phase of work.

This case study was created by TEG. If you have any questions or
would like further information, contact us at:

+1.856.985.5368
info@tegexecutive.com

